
CASH PER SCAN
(CPS)

• CPSCoin (CPS) is a platform for as many people as possible to get access to the Internet of value that 
benefits them by improving the irrationality and imbalance inherent in existing industries with the excellent 
security and authentication functions of Blockchain.

• It can be operated normally in the open source of Bitcoin algorithm, with proven security and scalability. 
(Issued first in ERC-20 for scalability)

• It is designed to reflect the philosophy of global business loyalty and service profit generation, investment and 
profit distribution, and donation with various document authentication and compensation, project crowd funding, 
investments in early stage technologies and high-tech companies, cryptocurrency payment system service, and 
AI blockchain-based domain services for  individuals open up a world without intermediaries and without fees, 
so that all the individuals of the world can share the value of wealth generated by the Internet.

• CPS Platform is with strong partners in strong markets.
• CPS Platform realizes a service with an innovative operating base and a strong ecosystem that is opening up 

the world of blockchain.
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01 Introduction

Have you ever thought about why Blockchain can change the world and 
individuals will be better off in a fair way if they are on the same page? So far, 
from the Internet-driven information and networks, only the authoritative 
intermediaries, such as governments, banks, and corporations, have taken benefits, 
set their own framework and accumulated wealth. But now, without intermediaries, 
individuals are opening up the world on their own, and trading and transactions  
through trust with the community has begun.
 
We're now on the beginning of the Blockchain ere that will govern the coming 30 
years. In the future, when encountering Blockchain (Coin) or doing some economic 
activities, you need to understand and be able to tell what background is behind 
the introduction of Blackchain, as describe in the above; and 'what is Blockchain?'; 
and 'what is Blockchain and distributed ledger?'; 'what is the cryptocurrency coin 
related to this?'; 'what kind of Blockchain businesses will be coming as business 
opportunities factor from a business perspective?'

And, from an investor's point of view, you need to understand and be able to 
judge 'what kind of Blockchain business will be a real business opportunity for 
you?' And, from an investor's point of view, it is necessary to review what kind 
of Blockchain platform and coin will be in diversified and continuous use  and on 
the value-rising ride with regard to the 4th Industrial Revolution, and then be 
involved in business or investment.

 For Blockchain technicians, operators, and coin investors, we hope that this will be 
a chance for operators to get business success and for investors to attain safe 
return on investment by investing based on the correct understanding of Blockchain 
history, Blockchain's spirit and philosophy, technology and functions, distributed 
ledger, and coins that will lead the 4th industrial revolution.  



02 Limitations of existing cryptocurrencies

There was no alternative to the existing currency that is issued by a specific group 
and create inflation, being a high-cost financial trading instrument, by the use of 
which it takes about 5 days until it's done into deposit after remittance to a foreign 
country as well as excessive exchange fees and remittance fees being imposed.

Altcoin cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple is expected to be the 
means for low-cost financial transactions, and regarded as a new form of alternative 
currency that minimizes the involvement of central bank and government. Following 
Bitcoin, which was recognized for its usefulness as a currency (safe asset), Ethereum 
which is represented by Smart Contracts proved the scalability of cryptocurrency and 
made another evolution. Since then, various alt coins have been born, presenting 
various business evolution models to overcome the technical limitations and functions 
of Bitcoin and Ethereum.

The cryptocurrency market, which has been developed and grown around engineers 
with insufficient business experience to date, has been unable to accommodate various 
demands of the real economy and has tended to go towards technology-led currency. 
Now, we believe that it must be reborn thoroughly in tune with market needs, with 
the cool recognition of the fact that only the development of cryptocurrency to create 
an ecosystem that goes with the real economy by breaking away from existing 
technology-driven cryptocurrency such as speed, scalability, and anonymity will survive 
the strict reality. 

In a general opinion, with the judgement in mind that distributed ledgers and coins 
with various functions to meet market needs should be developed and serviced while 
keep going with the advantages of existing cryptocurrencies, we made a conception of 
a CPS Platform project with a service strategy, and then, we started to create 
business plans and white papers and develop technologies.



03 Goals of CPS
While devising a CPS Project, we have studied the industries where there will be 
transformations into Blockchain, and among them, and asked myself about "What will 
be the most useful Blockchain system and cryptocurrency?" and "Why?".

1) Shall we develop a unique Blockchain algorithm of our own?

2) Can we develop technology that can link blockchain-based distributed ledgers and 
related systems?

3) Is the system embodying the needs of each market and community of 
Blockchain-based services?

4) Is it a blockchain system that can make it easy to enter the global market and 
can be used continuously?

5) Do we have a strategic element technology and a sustainable technological 
innovation system to achieve the overall goal of the project?

6) Do we have a plan to put and keep up the CPS Coin on the sustainable 
increasing value stream?

7) Do we have a plan to practice the spirits of sharing the profits generated by the 
Blockchain service for the world?



Goal 1: Shall we develop a unique Blockchain algorithm of our own?

The key currency coin that will support all the economic and commercial activities 
for the world has not yet appeared anywhere on earth. Until recently, we are still 
seeing increasing numbers of projects that utilize Bitcoin and Ethereum's Blockchain 
open source with some differentiations or unique features, which is very encouraging 
for the stabilization of the Blockchain business. CPS has two alternatives for each 
step with regard to the adoption of Blockchain algorithm.

First step
For Blockchain algorithm for each service, such as blockchain-based genuine 
product authentication inquiry and reward system, we used Bitcoin open sources 
with proven scalability and security for the development of the algorithms until 
each proposed service is successfully commercialized. This is because most of 
coins use Bitcoin or Ethereum open source for a blockchain distributed ledger 
algorithm and we have the judgement that only Bitcoin, which solved the 
scalability problem in both S/W and H/W in 2017, is appropriate and qualified 
for an algorithm that can safely perform each service.

Second step
We plan to develop a new Blockchain algorithm at the time when each service 
proposed by CPS Project is successfully commercialized and has an influence 
on the ecosystem of cryptocurrency



Goal 2: Can we develop technology that can link blockchain-based 

distributed ledgers and related systems?

Thanks to Blockchain technology, people can trade directly from one to another 
between each other without intermediaries, trusting each other wherever they 
are, for the first time in human history. Trust is shaped by collaboration and 
ground-breaking encrypted code, and trust is at the heart of this technology. 
The most powerful asset in the digital age is data, and the traces left after we 
participate are big data assets. The Blockchain authentication system tracks the 
origin, screens for authenticity, enables fair trade, and utilizes information assets 
that are traces of big data.
While Blockchain also has features of what is secure, transparent, decentralized, 
instantaneous, scalable, efficient, low-cost, and convenient in it, we will intensively 
develop and commercialize the blockchain authentication system field with excellent 
usability.

First
The genuine product authentication system of The CPS project is operational 
under the principle that a scanning is made on watermark, dot metrix, wide 
QR code, hidden images, 3D films (micro/ lenticular), and other things of the 
kind, which are non-copiable and unique identification marks, on the 
smartphones and the data authentication takes place in a blockchain system and 
CPS coins are paid in a separate blockchain system. 

Second
In order to reduce the 3% commission, which is the burden that all existing 
member merchants are supposed to pay when customers are paying for 
products or services with an existing card, to the level below 0.5%, and for 
the merchants to immediately collect the refund amount from the card company 
3 to 5 days after the payment has been made, we plan to develop a CPS 
payment settlement system, where the payment and settlement is made using  
cryptocurrency (CPS Coin), and plan to put the services into implementation.



Third
Crowd funding sites for creative items owned by individuals or development 
groups/organizations are concentrated for efficient investment activities, but the 
decentralization of fees and profits makes investment attraction and investment 
participation fees cheaper and investment is made through CPS cryptocurrency 
so it is easy to send money between countries and has made the investment 
process convenient. CPS Platform invests its own assets for shares in 
cutting-edge early stage companies such as cutting-edge bio, IOT, robot, 
biotechnology, medical, and semiconductor that can enter the global market and 
plan to make technology and products commercialized and contribute to 
improving the quality of humanity.

Fourth
As a large-scale AI blockchain name service for networking and Internet of 
Things that prepares for the hyperconnection of the 4th Industrial Revolution, it 
is a communication means that has excellent anti-hacking features and utilizes 
existing DNS networks, and requires a large number of IoT devices in the 
hyper-connected era of the blockchain-based decentralized/non-centralized 
Internet name service blockchains. Responding to the proliferation of networks 
such as the Internet of Things, Smart City, and Smart Farm, it will become 
the leading company in the blockchain domain business that opens up the 
world's latest blockchain internet world that can provide hierarchical naming 
services based on the native language of each country.



Goal 3: Is the system embodying the needs of each market and 

community of Blockchain-based services?

Our judgement is that actual market demands should be reflected and 
verification should be made through empirical application by well understanding 
the characteristics of the market or community of each service area and 
actively utilizing the expertise and experience of businesses and expert groups 
in the field. From this perspective, for the successful development of services 
and cryptocurrency, the most important process is the process of selecting an 
agenda, researching a solution to the agenda, and reflecting technologies into 
the solution and conducting empirical verification by using the pool of the 
market, community, business cooperation partners, and experts instead of 
staying developer-centric in order to materialize the practical needs of the 
market and the community.

The conclusion is to develop and operate various functions and blockchain 
systems, as required by the market, through collaboration with market needs, 
community, and service cooperation partners, rather than staying 
developers-and-technology-centric.

The time has come for us to work with a unique identification mark and trace 
history that the World Health Organization (WHO) has put in an enforcement 
to tobacco companies worldwide in manufacturing and distribution of tobacco 
products since January 1, 2023. CPS Platform has developed a unique 
identification mark that can activate online and track history, such as non-copiable 
watermark (QR code), dot metrix data (hologram, products, documents, etc.), wide 
QR code, hidden images, 3D films (3D micro/lenticular). The developed unique 
identification mark is a CPS Platform genuine product authentication system 
that is scanned by a smartphone and authenticated by the blockchain and it is 
expected to successfully enter the market.

In particular, we are jointly developing convergence technology and products 
with K-Laser, a Taiwan's Hologram maker which has 8 factories in operation 



around the world and has deliveries going on with companies of cigarettes, 
alcohols, cards, ID cards, and others around the world, with regard to 
holograms, and non-copy QR code and holograms, dot metrix data and 
holograms. And in the future, we will cooperate with entering the existing 
hologram market and additional global markets so that our CPS genuine 
product authentication system will expand into the global market.

Currently, in cooperation with the subsidiaries of China's Qingwa University 
Holdings, we are in the middle of doing sales for the markets of Chinese 
tobacco and the finest liquor of Maotai (Motaiju).
We proposed the CPS genuine product authentication system to China-Russia 
One-Belt One-Road Investment Association and have more than 60,000 
participating companies of Chinese One-Belt/One-Road Initiative actively 
reviewing the adoption of the system. We received a proposal to establish a 
joint venture from the China-Russia One-Belt One-Road Investment Association 
and we plan to develop aggressive marketing.

In addition, we are negotiating with Japan's Noguchi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 
to enter the CPS genuine product authentication platform in Japan. We signed 
a strategic partnership contract for adoption of genuine product authentication 
with Korea's leading red ginseng manufacturing distribution and export 
company, Korea Red Ginseng,  where a decision was made to introduce the 
CPS genuine product authentication system for the 100 million pieces of about 
250 red ginseng products supplied annually.

In addition, we are doing our best to get the CPS genuine product 
authentication system applied to Samho Corporation, BTS Mask Pack, Southeast 
Asian market including Indonesia, Halal Certification.

CPS Platform has a feature that each service is linked, which will beef up the 
synergy of the business.



Goal 4: Is it a blockchain system that can make it easy to enter the 

global market and can be used continuously?

CPS Platform has an ecosystem of various fields that can enter the global 
market with the world's best technologies and services for each of the 
following areas. It is a blockchain system that will be continuously and 
essentially used.

The most popular method used in the existing anti-counterfeiting field (unique 
identification mark) is nothing but the method of visually checking on a label 
called hologram that is attached on the product. Even this is forged and doesn't 
serve more than as a matter of formality that is provided to consumers for the 
sake of itself. So, it poses major problems worldwide, including reduced tax 
revenues to governments, economic losses to producers and consumers, and 
threats to life.

The anti-counterfeiting industry is an area where an alternative industry is 
absolutely necessary and the counterfeit market will shrink if the genuine 
product authentication is being done with a blockchain-based origin tracking 
authentication system and history tracking is performed.

CPS Platform is in the process of technology development and services of scanning 
the unique identification marks, such as watermark (QR code), dot metrix data 
(holograms, products, documents, etc.), wide QR code, hidden images, 3D films 
(micro/lenticular) that are not copied but identifiable and history-traceable visually and 
online, with a smartphone and activating the marks with a blockchain for genuine 
product authentication and reward, tracking history, origin, and production history, and 
considering the nature of the product, if it enters the market successfully, it will be 
used continuously, and the market will expand with the increase of new customers.

In the global crowd funding site and cryptocurrency intermediation investment sector, 
we expect to be able to achieve successful market entry and keep up the continued 
use by developing a crowd funding system that invests through blockchain-based 



cryptocurrency to realize low usage fees and fast and convenient cross-border 
investment and get the existing online crowd funding sites (https://www.kickstarter.co
m) to improve the current setbacks of high fees, cross-border transfer procedures and 
excessive costs that they are facing.

In the field of payment system for cryptocurrency (CPS), merchants economically 
suffers from the high fees (2~3%) and the long cash refund period (3~5 days) that  
existing currencies and cards are imposing on them. To facilitate the use of 
cryptocurrency (CPS) for the first time in the world and to facilitate exchange with 
existing currencies, CPS payment and settlement system is developing payment by QR 
code touch and communication (NFC, Bluetooth) and conducted tests on QR Code 
payment systems around Samsung Station in Gangnam-gu, Seoul, and have received 
good responses from participating companies on the reduction of card fees, and things 
like that.

With a blockchain system that leads the popularization of the global cryptocurrency 
payment field in the future, Cryptocurrency (CPS) payment and settlement system is 
expected to successfully enter global markets and to be  continuously used.

The CPS AI blockchain domain service is a blockchain-based system that enables easy 
and free creation and use of Internet addresses with variety of native languages of 
each country and Arabic numerals so that multiple objects or things are connected and 
used,  and as a system that opens up a new Internet world in the blockchain era, it 
will be used as a foundation system for successful market entry and 
hyper-connectivity.

https://www.kickstarter.com


Goal 5: Do we have a strategic element technology and a sustainable 

technological innovation system to achieve the overall goal of the 
project?

First
The CPS genuine product authentication platform has developed a variety of 
on-offline-integrated and state-of-the-art unique identification labels that cannot 
be copied. It is the world's best genuine authentication system that checks with 
the naked eye, and perform authentications, queries, and rewards with a 
blockchain online. We have developed original technologies related to various 
unique identification labels and have original technologies. And based on our 
own experiences developed in various fields, we have developed a technology 
innovation and production (printing) system, and we are now equipped with the 
system, that enables non-copiable printing and material development, nano-level 
fine pattern (neural network, dot metrix) data production printing and 
recognition, 3D film (hologram, micro, lenticular) development, production, and 
so on. We have a lot of progress in technology development and marketing, 
and we now stand at a stage where we can continuously develop related items 
and technologies.

The core element technologies we possess are as follows.
ㅇ Non-copyable watermark (QR code, pictures, hidden pictures) creation and 

printing technology
ㅇ Dot metrix data (holograms, products, documents, etc.) creation and 

printing technology
ㅇ Wide QR code generation and printing technology
ㅇ Invisible, non-copiable neural network hidden image pattern creation and 

printing technology (Artificial Intelligence Neural Network Smartphone 
Stegraphy Technology)

ㅇ 3D Film optical/pattern design and manufacturing technology 
(micro/lenticular, hologram)

ㅇ Blockchain-based genuine product authentication inquiry and reward system



Second
For convenient use and popularization of cryptocurrency, we developed  a 
blockchain-app-based QR code payment and settlement system for a 
cryptocurrency payment with a blockchain-dedicated APP and conducted the 
pilot operation.

Currently, we have completed the design and development of NFC tag payment 
system and Bluetooth communication payment system for easy payment of 
cryptocurrency and we will continue to work forward with technology 
development and service.

The core element technologies we have are as follows.
ㅇ NFC tag payment technology using NFC tag within 10cm
ㅇ Bluetooth communication payment technology that connects Bluetooth 

devices within 1 m to perform payment.

Third
We are developing our own blockchain algorithm operating system for the 
popularization of the 4th Industrial Revolution, and we are going to run a 
domain name service system based on decentralized blockchain (distribution, 
censorship avoidance) that is impossible to hack and has a hierarchical network 
structure. This is a technology and service that is very necessary and should be 
continuously developed in the IoT field in the 4th industrial revolution.

The core element technologies we have are as follows.
ㅇ Decentralized Internet name service system based on public key using 

blockchain technology
ㅇ Key generation  and blockchain public key generation for IoT using Silicon 

PUFs
ㅇ Layered blockchain algorithm, blockchain internal communication algorithm, 

efficient resolving.

Fourth
For a variety of ecosystems of cryptocurrency, we will develop excellent items 



that are currently being invested in general currency and sites and systems that 
can invest in cryptocurrencies through advanced early stage companies. For 
various ecosystems of cryptocurrency, we will develop sites and systems, with 
investment process going on through cryptocurrency, for excellent items and 
advanced early stage companies where general currency are currently being 
used in investment process. 

The core element technologies we have are as follows.
ㅇ Deposit and withdrawal and transaction system by cryptocurrency 

We will continue to develop related systems to maximize synergistic effects so 
that related systems, such as  authentication inquiry and reward of blockchain, 
convenient cryptocurrency payment system for popularization, artificial 
intelligence blockchain domain service, creative items and crowdfunding for 
high-tech companies, and thing like that as in the above, can be interrelated as 
intended.



Goal 6: Do we have a plan to put and keep up the CPS Coin on the 
sustainable increasing value stream?

CPS Platform has a variety of ecosystems, and each ecosystem is equipped 
with a state-of-the-art technology and services capable of entering the global 
market and growing with it. In particular, CPS genuine product authentication 
and inquiry system, reflecting the authentication and security parts that are the 
greatest strengths of the blockchain, is excellent in originality, innovation, and 
economic feasibility.  The unique non-copiable identification technology, with 
the recognition functioning in conjunction with the blockchain, is the best in 
the world. The value of the CPS Platform will continue to expand along with 
continuing developments of leading technologies in the global anti-counterfeiting 
market and spreading of services.

In addition, a cryptocurrency payment system with as much a convenient use 
of cryptocurrency as a standard currency such as cryptocurrency payment 
system, AI root blockchain domain service, AI root block chain domain service 
as a key technology for preparing for the 4th Industrial Revolution IoT era, 
and CPS-coin-based cloud funding service and the like are technologies that 
will lead the blockchain era as well as convenient and safe systems that will 
lead the popularization of the blockchain in the future.

CPS Platform has various ecosystems and intellectual property rights of the 
world's best unique identification technology for genuine product authentication. 
We are proud  that the value of the IP rights we have and the value of 
services we're providing is unique. By performing authentications, inquiries, and 
concomitant reward with blockchain through smartphones with regard to 
genuine product authentication, document authentication and other authentication 
things based on this,  we are sure that many users will want to use it, and 
accordingly, the use of CPS Coin will increase.

Various CPS certification inquiry services have a wide range of applications 
such as documents, industrial products, government certificates, pharmaceuticals, 
cigarettes, alcohol, identification cards, credit cards, and so on. So, it can 
create a large market ..

CPS Platform service will maximize the synergy of CPS projects through 



various linkages between ecosystems, and then will increase the movement and 
use of cryptocurrency, and ultimately will increase the value of 
cryptocurrency-holding as well.

We judge that the amount of the fallout coins coming from unperformed CPS 
authentication inquiries will be expected to be within about 20% of the quantity 
purchased by the operators, underlying product businesses. This unperformed 
fallout coins will be attributed and incinerated. We will increase the value of 
CPS coins or through repurchase, lock up  or writing-off of CPS coins within 
30% of operating revenue from royalties and licence fees, product sales revenue, 
etc.



Goal 7: Do we have a plan to practice the spirits of sharing the profits 

generated by the Blockchain service for the world?

With the resources from the remaining profits, excluding the holder 
compensation and operating expenses for the coin holders set forth under CPS 
Project policy, we plan to grant donations for the purpose of education 
supports, supports for children of vulnerable groups, supports for infants and 
pregnant women, biotechnology and that kind of other things to   help make 
the world to be better off.



04 CPS Platform
Bitcoins and most of alt coins have been planned, designed and developed based on 
speed, anonymity, and decentralization by some leading S/W developers so coins that 
have only a technology development plan without white papers have succeed in ICO, 
which caused many problems and the problems have not been improved or resolved. It 
is the situation that things have not been progressed as originally intended around here.

Nevertheless, while there are coins that are creating ecosystems with their own 
functions, such as Bitcoin exchange role, Ripple (XRP) overseas remittance function, 
DASH security function, XVGPRIVACY function, LBC VIDEO contents function, and 
SIA crowd storage function, most blockchain-based solutions at  service now don't 
have reliable functionality, and it is unclear whether they will survive in the future.

With the adoption of the Bitcoin algorithm (SHA256) open source, having the proven 
scalability and processing speed of the Blockchain algorithm, as a base Blockchain 
technology, the CPS Blockchain Platform developed a CPS algorithm and thus 
prevented wasting time and money.

CPS Coin checked on the industries where there will be a transformation into a blockchain 
and independently developed watermark, dot metrix, wide QR, hidden images, and 3D films 
(micro/lenticular), which is the most efficient and powerful innovation of blockchain, and is 
providing a service of the product and document authentication/inquiry system through the 
blockchain, and strengthening the related marketing at home and abroad.

For the popularization of cryptocurrency, we have developed various functions of blockchain 
and realizing services, such as cryptocurrency payment system, artificial intelligence blockchain 
domain service,  cryptocurrency-based cloud funding system, and we are concentrating our 
capabilities to grow into a leading company in blockchain, the core technology of the 4th 
Industrial Revolution.

In addition, the CPS Platform completed the platform design to create synergies between 
various ecosystems and services having various mobility of cryptocurrency,  based on a single 
blockchain, including security and authentication as the advantage of blockchain, decentralized 
P2P business, popularization through cryptocurrency user convenience, AI blockchain domain 



service for the ultra-connected blockchain era of the 4th industrial revolution, construction and 
operation of cryptocurrency payment system with a feature of cryptocurrency -based product 
purchase and investment. 
To this end, we intend to provide the dynamism for all businesses of written white papers at 
the starting point of the era of popularization of the blockchain and spur on the business 
execution.



05 CPS Service
The CPS Platform service has developed its own cutting-edge unique identification mark 
(Water Mark, Dot Metrix Data, Wide QR Code, Hidden Image) that is identified directly and 
independently through the naked eye and smartphones online and offline. It is a unique and 
innovative global leading cutting-edge blockchain service that realizes a service that completely 
checks with the naked eye for genuineness and tracks history online by integrating with the 
authentication inquiry system optimized for the online security part, which is the most 
powerful function of blockchain.

It will be used extensively as a coin with high functionality and efficiency through user 
protection and promotional reward services to be a CPS Platform Project that meets market 
needs, along with the introduction and operation of this unique identification technology and 
blockchain-based authentication inquiry system.

In addition, the AI blockchain domain service has been preparing for many years for a large 
project, which will be sure to open up the new blockchain internet era, involving generation, 
use and hacking prevention of billions of IP addresses and free domains by country, company, 
and individual, and which operates a payment system for cryptocurrency payments to improve 
the use and currency of cryptocurrency and to be in preparation for the core blockchain IoT 
era of the 4th industrial revolution, for the popularization of blockchain P2P transactions that 
were born to prevent the concentration of wealth and profits from becoming concentrated in 
the hands of the existing large brokers and escape people from their tyranny as well as to get 
all the creative items and the technologies and products of advanced start-up companies around 
the world to be quickly released to the world to benefit of the people of the world.

And we have prepared a service to be popular among people through convenient and efficient 
use by synergy generation from interlocking and linking in each business.

First
It is judged that there is nothing bigger in scale of use and function of coins than online 
marketplace. In particular, various unique identification mark authentication (product, 
advertisement, etc.) queries have a property of being popular and widely used with general 
purposes, and they will be continuously used when with CPS Platform service, so new users 
will steadily increase. In particular, the genuine product authentication, history and location 



tracking, and coin reward system using the unique identification mark will prevent 
counterfeiting of industrial products such as major products, industrial products, halal products, 
and green products, and it will facilitate them to successfully enter the global markets through 
authentication-concomitant reward promotions.

Examples of coin payment
ㅇ Business operators that adopt CPS genuine product authentication system
ㅇ When downloading CPS Platform and business-operators-only platform APPs or signing up 

for the membership
ㅇ When performing the CPS Platform genuine product authentication procedure
ㅇ When participating in CPS Platform events (games, visits, etc.)
ㅇ When participating in the authentication of offline outdoor advertising and Internet 

advertisement and service identification marks

Second
In cross-border transfers, we are experiencing remittances to be done at high speed and low 
fees via Ripplecoin and Bitcoin. How about using a coin in case that you are not supposed to 
send a dollar to a creative project in progress overseas and you lose your chance? The CPS 
P2P Crowd Funding system makes it to be worked out because it builds and operates a 
Blockchain-based funding system. In addition, we build and operate a blockchain crowd funding 
system, where there will be no excessive brokerage fees and an ensured and easy connection 
between investment seekers and investors, and cryptocurrency-based investment and proceeds 
refund process feasible around it, and which facilitates international remittances and investments 
go their courses as intended and as easily .

Third
Currently, cryptocurrency has not been popularized yet because it is more inconvenient to use 
than existing currencies. Examples that cryptocurrency can be used are cryptocurrency debit 
cards being used in connection with cryptocurrency exchanges and banks, and some 
recently-emerging cryptocurrency linkage systems for payment using QR Codes when 
purchasing products. But merchants are still complaining of economic burden and 
inconvenience due to bothersome log-in requirements and high fees and cash refund period.



The CPS Platform payment and settlement system has developed the cryptocurrency settlement 
methods in the following three ways to lead the popularization of cryptocurrency use in the 
world.

ㅇ QR-code-scanning online and communication payment system
ㅇ NFC tag payment system viable within 10cm distance
ㅇ Bluetooth communication payment system viable within 1m distance



06 CPS의 Platform Technologies

1. Authentication inquiry and service that authenticates the world's best non-copiable 
unique identification mark with blockchain

2. CPS Platform blockchain payment system (P2P direct transaction mall, member 
merchant payment system)

3. The world's first AI-based IoT blockchain domain system

4. Cryptocurrency-based crowd funding system 



Service 1.  Authentication inquiry and service that authenticates the world's best 
non-copiable unique identification mark with blockchain

1) Big Picture of CPS genuine product authentication System 

        

        Water Mark  

  
  Domtetrix

  Wide QR Code

  Hidden Image
인증시스템: Authentication System

2) Technologies we have
① Non-copiable  Water Mark(QR Code, text, picture) creating and printing technology
          ㅇ Non-copiable Water mark

          
                                    When copying
                           

 

www.cpsasset.com

   123456

 Republic of Korea

Genuine

Anti-Counterfeiting

Genuine

Anti-Counterfeiting



 ㅇ Non-copiable QR Code
                           When copying 

② Dot metrix Data (hologram, products, documents) creating and printing technology
T-DoT : Transprarent DoT

ㅇ Transparent secured printing ensures complete structural security without 
visual interference.

ㅇ T-DoT can provide unique identification authentication (products, documents), 
various history tracking and website navigation and is based on blockchain.

③  Wide QR Code creating and printing technology

www.cpsasset.com

   123456

Republic of 
Korea

Divide one image file into several 
pieces and place them on various parts 
of the wrapping paper



Technology that enlarges a small number of QR Code data through the entire product for 
insertion and recognition

④ Neural network hidden image pattern generation and printing technology 
that is not visible and cannot be copied

(Artificial Intelligence Neural Network Smartphone Stegraphy Technology)

The airplane on the right is a hidden image and cannot be recognized with the 
human eye, and cannot be copied, but is recognized with a smartphone.

⑤ 3D film optical pattern design and manufacturing technology 
(Micro/Lenticular, Hologram)

       

(Hologram)                        (3D Film)
Technology that recognizes 2~3D hologram or 3D film with the naked eye and 
inserts QR code or data to recognize it as a flat angle or an inclined angle and 
then recognizes it with a blockchain

3) Technology comparison



4) Applicability
ㅇ Documents, government tax payment certificate, tabascos, alcoholic 

beverages, pharmaceuticals, passports, identification cards, licenses, luxury 
goods, industrial products
※ From January 1, 2023, the World Health Organization (WHO) mandated 

the worldwide tobacco production and tracking of history.
※ Sales efforts are immediately started for garbage bags with 226 local 

governments nationwide, and can be expanded nationwide (in progress 
with Anyang, Uiwang, Suwon, Seongnam, Bucheon, etc.)

5) Uniqueness and competitiveness of CPS anti-counterfeiting system 
① Uniqueness

ㅇ Possesses original technologies in QR code (watermark, wide), Led 
matrix, hidden images that cannot be forged

ㅇ Conception and design of anti-counterfeiting system suitable for 
consumer needs

ㅇ Authenticate non-copiable identification marks with general servers and 
blockchain servers according to the security level.

ㅇ It is an innovative technology that inserts dot metrix data into the 
hologram that is used only for visual inspection, and scan with a 

Type form How to create
How to 
check

Design
Level of 

technology
Copiable 

or not
Price

CPS 
private QR 

code

1-dimensional 
printing

Visual check 
and app/web 
authentication

Possible High
Not 

possible
Cheap 

(Printing)

QR code
1-dimensional 

printing
App/web 

authentication
Not possible Low Possible

Cheap 
(Printing)

3D film
3D nano pattern 

+ μ lens

Visual check( 
3D morphing) 

and web 
authentication

Possible High
Not 

possible

High (product 
purchase, 

attachment 
cost)

Hologram
1-dimensional 

molding

Using devices 
for visual 
checking

Possible Middle Possible

High (product 
purchase, 

attachment 
cost)

RFID
1-dimensional 

circuit deposition
RFID readers Possible Low

Not 
possible

High (product 
purchase, 

attachment 
cost)



smartphone, and then performs authentication and inquiries on the 
server.

ㅇ Achieve mass production of products and reduce the cost of attachment 
for consumers with hologram stamping.

② Economics and marketability
ㅇ Save costs through anti-counterfeiting stamping printing
ㅇ Can immediately supply online and offline convergence products to 

consumers who use holograms for mass market. (Cooperation with 
Taiwan's K-Lasr)

ㅇ Can supply customized products for various items, areas, and purposes
ㅇ Expected to form a large-scale anti-counterfeiting market with continuing 

expansion around government tax payment certificates, cigarettes, 
alcoholic beverages, pharmaceuticals, passports, ID cards, and luxury 
goods.

6) Marketing Progress 
① Delivery underway after conclusion of business deal

ㅇ Minelife: Mask pack, nutrition cream
ㅇ Korean Red Ginseng: 250 types, 100 million pieces annually
ㅇ International Beauty Qualification Authority: ISO 17024  international 

qualifications for 164 countries (17 areas)

② Delivery discussion in progress after partnership 
ㅇ BTS (mask pack), Japanese Noguchi pharmaceutical products, and 

products of participating companies in China-Russia One-belt/One-Road 

 
③ What's scheduled on the roadmap

ㅇ Tobaccos (China, Japan, Indonesia, etc.)
ㅇ Garbage bags: 226 local governments



Service 2  CPS Platform Blockchain Payment System (P2P direct transaction mall, 
member merchant payment system)

1) Diagram of CPS Payment and Settlement System 

2) CPS Payment and Settlement System
① Technologies

ㅇ NFC Tag Payment System
Non-scanning payment technology based on QR code data using NFC 
Tag reading/writing and P2P without financial USIM   
• Non-scanning cryptocurrency payment technology (within 10cm 

distance) that recognizes the dedicated NFC tag attached to the store 
and utilizes the QR Code 
- Send QR code by placing a smartphone close to an input device 

such as an NFC Tag sticker
- Complete payment by checking the QR code

• Blockchain distributed ledger (integrated block, payment block, delivery 
block, reputation management block)

• QR Code authentication and coin payment process technology
• Producer cash payment and consumer coin-linked payment process 

technology, business operator (sales, service) coin and cash-linked 
communication payment system

Coin transactions

Coin payment for cash exchange
- Fees of 0.1~0.5%
- Pay in cash immediately after 

payment
Wallet QR Scan

NFC Tag Payment System
Bluetooth Communication Payment System

CPS Coin Payment 

CPS Coin Payment 

Consumer Wallet QR Code
(Purchase products and 

services) 

Scanned by business operators
(Providing sales and services)



ㅇ Bluetooth Communication Payment System
• Connest between Bluetooth devices within 1m distance
• A Bluetooth connection is established between the two devices (pairing) 

when the connection request is accepted.
• Information such as random QR Code is encrypted and transmitted 

after connection.
• A dedicated program must be installed between two devices

② System
ㅇ Coin payment convergence system (QR code, Blockchain data, App scan 

authentication)
ㅇ NFC (Near Field Communicatin) Tag Payment System, Bluetooth 

Communication Payment System,  QR Code transmission system using 
communication (non-contact payment method), QR Code authentication 
and Coin Payment System

ㅇ CPS platform global blockchain distribution system-integrated block and 
product registration with mobile, web, IOT, payment, delivery, reputation 
management blockchain distributed ledger

ㅇ Linkage system-product registration system, delivery tracking system, 
reputation system



Service 3  World's first AI-based IoT blockchain domain system
 

1) AI-based blockchain domain service system diagram

2) AI-based Domain Service System
① Technologies

ㅇ key generation using Silicon PUFs
ㅇ Layered Blockchain
ㅇ Data contained in blocks

• Service network structure
• Algorithms for internal communication
• Internal inquiry using automated and periodic sampling
• Blockchain consensus algorithm using consistency measure (Proof of 

Consistency)
-Efficient Resolving
• Blockchain public key generation for IoT using Silicon 

PUFs/Distributed public key method and PUFs (Physical Unclonable 
Functions), as unique information of the device itself for separate Iot, 
are used to generate one or more public and secret keys. 

• Initial generation and regeneration of keys
• Security turned on to work

https://Cutlassfish, Seogwipo, Jeju

Blockchain

Jeju TLD 
Blockchain

Daebak C&T 
TLD Blockchain



② System 
ㅇ Decentralized Internet name service system based on public key and 

blockchain technologies (own operating system, hacking prevention)
 
ㅇ A system that combines the advantages of hierarchical blockchain 

(distribution, censorship avoidance) through a hierarchical network 
structure in which multiple blockchain networks are connected to a 
specific blockchain as a lower layer of (Responding to network 
proliferation such as name resource problem, IoT-based smart cities and 
smart farms, hierarchical name service system based on national 
languages)



Service 4  Crpytocurrency-based Crowd Funding System

1) Crowd Funding
ㅇ Creative project funding that individuals and groups have
ㅇ Blockchain-based crowd funding without intermediaries and with low 

fees
ㅇ Operate a site with a low fee where the public invests through coins
ㅇ Posting project introduction for each business and funding
ㅇ Areas

• All creative projects including arts, cartoons, crafts, dance, design, fashion, films, 

videos, food, games, journalism music, photography, publishing, technologies and 
plays

※ Features: Existing crowd platform has a high commission structure due to 

trust issues of producers and sponsors

※ Fundraising reference site : https://www.kickstarter.com

2) Funding for advanced early stage companies
ㅇ Early-stage funding for high-tech companies that can advance into the 

global market
• Life science, bio, medical, game, AI, robot, IOT field

ㅇ Holding shares through direct investment and issuing coins of the 
invested company

ㅇ On the CPS Platform P2P brokerage exchange
ㅇ Investors invest with CPS coins.



07 Token Distribution
CPS executes token sales for stability and growth of the platform.
CPS Coin is a mainnet platform, but for extensibility, it is issued as an ERC-20 utility 
token and later is swapped into Bitcoin multichain through token swap.
6.6 billion CPS reward coins are released by 12% per month after conversion into the 
mainnet.

The distribution volume of CPS tokens is 3.4 billion.

1) Sales: 1 billion pieces (29.4%)
2) Technology development/operation: 500 million pieces (14.7%; subject to  lockup 

for 1 year)
3) Founders & Teams: 400 million pieces (11.7%; subject to  lockup for 1 year)
4) Partners & Advisors: 500 million pieces (14.7%; subject to  lockup for 1 year)
5) Reserve: 1 billion pieces (29.4%)

08 Fund Operation Policy
1) R&D : 20%
2) Marketing : 20%
3) Securing sales/networks : 20%
4) Reward for platform users : 40%



09 CPS COIN SPEC

When scalability problems occur in Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc., only Bitcoin solved the 
problem of speed and scalability with Segit and Hard Fork in spite of congestions due 
to spikes in number of global users. In particular, we have used the open bitcoin 
(SHA256 + SHA3 complex) algorithm source suitable for CPS Platform Service as the 
blockchain basis technology.

• Coin name: CPS Coin
• Tag (Symbol): CPS
• Creation time: Conversion into mainnet after ERC-20 expansion 
• Total Supply: 10 billion pieces
• Algorithm: Bitcoin multi-chain
• Version: Block256 + SHA3 complex
• Block Time per/sec: 60sec
• Block capacity: 200MB



10 Team Members
1. CEO KIM JONG HYUN

Experts in various fields including anti-counterfeiting, SI (system integrator), 
corporate consulting and investment, block-chain plan and design, corporate business 
management, etc.

2. Strategy Team
① Design and development of a blockchain system that can completely replace the 

existing industries
• Drive every initiative on conception and design, systemization and 

comprehensive consulting including security authentication, marketplace 
cryptocurrency payment, crowd funding, coin brokerage transaction, real estate 
transaction, energy management, forecasting system, payment system, supply 
chain management.

② World's best authentication inquiry and reward system development and service 
operation

• Security authentication (documentation, genuine) inquiries and coin rewards
• In operation of state-of-the-art technologies and systems in which blockchain 

authenticates by scanning a special QR Code created by blockchain, and history 
and location are tracked

③ The world's best unique identification technology
• Possesses technologies that can design, create and produce watermarks (QR 

Code, hidden picture, etc.) that is not copied, dot metrix, wide QR code, 
hidden images, 3D films (micro/lenticular) 

④ Neural network pattern assignment and recognition technology
• Neural network patterns are assigned during the process of making dot matrix 

holograms or other hologram stickers

3. R&D engineers
① Develop blockchain local currencies
② Develop a variety of unique identification tags and blockchain systems for 

genuine product authentication
③ Develop advertisement authentication system 
④ Devlop excellent product P2P direct shopping malls



⑤ Develop cash and coin payment parallel system for direct trading malls

4. Advisor
① Blockchain experts : 2 people
② Pool of experts: about 20 people

• Organize the manpower pool with experts in the blockchain platform 
certification and reward field, blockchain developers and advisors, corporate 
management consultants, investment consultants, Coin ICO and marketing 
experts, related scholars, etc.



11 Partners

 1) Overseas Partners

   

2) Domestic Partners

Noguchi Parmacutical Co., Ltd.
Chinese One-Belt/One-Road Investment 

Association

Japanese pharmaceutical 
companies

· Cooperation for CPS genuine 
product authentication system 
to enter Japanese market

· Adopt CPS product system 
· Scheduled to establish a joint 

venture in Japan

Businesses that are organized by 
China-Russia One-Belt/ One-Road 

Investment Association

· Cooperation for CPS genuine 
product authentication system

· Scheduled to establish a joint 
venture for CPS genuine 
product authentication system 
business in China

Korean Red Ginseng
International Beauty 

Qualification Authority

Manufacture and supply 
ginseng and red ginseng

· Cooperation for CPS 
genuine product 
authentication system

· Cooperation for CPS 
genuine product 
authentication system

Manufacture and 
supply holograms

· Cooperation for CPS 
product authentication 
system hologram 
development and 
marketing

· Operating eight plants 
worldwide

164 countries Beauty 
Qualification Certification
Cooperation in CPS 
Authentication System



12 Roadmap

2017 Q4 ~2018 Q4
Prepare CPS Project design and business plan

2019 Q3
Develop CPS coin wallet and homepage
Develop CPS Coin 
Develop blockchain authentication & coin payment system (APP-based)

2019 Q4
Construct services for conversion of shopping mall reserves into cryptocurrency 
and wallet system 

2020 Q1
Develop technologies for dot metrix data generation and printing 
Construct a cryptocurrency payment system
(NFC Tag Payment System, Bluetooth Communication Payment System)

2020 Q2
Develop unique identification marks for nano unit dot metrix
Develop dot-matrix-dedicated apps 

2020 Q3
Develop unique identification marks for nano unit dot metrix (holograms 
and others)
Develop dedicated Apps and general QR code readers
Develop AI-based blockchain name service algorithms

• Key generation using Siicon PUFs
• Layered blockchain
• Blockchain data entry
• Internal communication algorithm

2020 Q4
Develop neural network patterning technologies
Develop unique identification marks for 3D holograms and QR code fusion



13 Disclaimers and Investment Notes

Before selling coins or reading this white paper, we ask for your awareness of the 
legal disclaimers and investment notes, and your understanding and caution regarding 
CPS coin. This legal disclaimer applies to all operators and individuals who participate 
in the CPS platform business related to CPS coin trading, Blockchain- based service 
CPS (unique identification mark authentication and reward system, cryptocurrency 
payment system, artificial intelligence blockchain domain service, creative projects and 
advanced early-stage company investment, etc.), or those reading this white paper. 

This disclaimers and investment notes may be revised and updated from time to time 
without prior notice by the CPS policy of the Leader Staff. Please check 
www.cpsasset.net for the updated version of the white paper. Reading this white paper 
does not create a relationship between you (hereafter “the party”, “coin trader” or 
“owner”) and CPS ASSET (hereinafter “supplier and distributor”, “seller”, “operator”, 
or “developer”). CPS Coin does not provide the exchange of cryptocurrency or general 
currency for any form of seller's common stock or stock in any form.

Owners of CPS Coin are not eligible for dividends in a guaranteed form, and only for 
certain rights in accordance with the CPS Project policy. CPS Coin does not provide 
the exchange of cryptocurrency or general currency for any form of seller's common 
stock or stock in any form.

CPS Coin is a coin with various blockchain-based ecosystems comprising a system 
where users perform a process of authenticating the unique identification mark 
displayed by producers, advertisers, and others using the CPS-dedicated APP and the 
users are rewarded with coins; a P2P crowd funding system where global investors are 
funding creative projects with coins; a cryptocurrecny payment system using NFC Tag 
Payment System and Bluetooth; an AI-based blockchain domain service; and a system 
for purchasing products with cryptocurrencies; and so on.

A total of 10 billion coins will be issued, and 1 billion will be used in the CPS 
Platform Service and will be listed on domestic and foreign cryptocurrency exchanges. 
CPS Coin will be sold to the public, and will be used for authentication and reward 



service purposes, and will continue to be traded and used, and fallout coins, which is 
the coins that have been allocated to the authentication inquiry reward system, but not 
been subject to the intended authentication process, will be settled at the end of each 
year and be belonging to the company.

As for a reward policy, various profit generations are made, including CPS Platform 
Service operation, royalty income, product distribution and trading, and some of the 
profits will be used for purchasing CPS coins for lockup or write-off.  CPS Coin 
authenticates unique identification marks (product purchases, advertising, learning 
contents, merchant points, etc.) such as QR code, dot metrix, wide QR code, hidden 
images, 3D films, etc., which are printed on products or advertisements by producers 
and advertisers based on blockchain, and it provides CPS Coin free of charge as a 
reward for performing this. 

In particular, we operate the P2P Crowd Funding System where direct investments are 
made by the global public for all creative projects, and P2P Coin investment sites that 
creates funding for advanced early-stage companies through direct screening on the 
CPS Platform and serves as a channel for financing of unlisted high-tech companies 
through issuance  and listing of coins by the invested company. And we developed 
and operate the services of a cryptocurrency payment system for convenient use and 
popularization of cryptocurrency, and we operate a AI-based blockchain domain service 
to secure IoT IP addresses, which is the core element of the 4th Industrial Revolution, 
and to autonomously generate and use Internet addresses for each country.

The services of the CPS Platform are practically feasible projects and are one of the 
blockchain industries that replaces existing industries. Development of related 
technologies in line with the business schedule of each service of this project may be 
accelerated or delayed depending on the performance of CPS Coin exchange, and as 
far as the business delay that might be caused by delay in the realization of service, 
listing and other reasons are concerned, there must be your consents to the CPS policy 
of Leader Staff.

CPS Coin does not act as a security that gives voting rights and dividends in any 
centralized country or administrative jurisdiction.Therefore, this white paper does not 



recommend subscriptions or investments in securities of any country or administrative 
jurisdiction, and it is to be noted that it is not a document written with the intention 
of the prospectus or investment guide written with such intention.

This white paper is a business proposal that the CPS Leaders Staff will increase the 
value of coins by developing a strong ecosystem with technology development, service 
marketing, and various functions of coins, relating to blockchain-based service business 
execution and provides information on this. The contents of this white paper are not 
written for economic wealth-tech or financial promotion, and none of the contents, 
such as technology development goals and service contents, should be adopted as a 
direct basis for investment activities, and this white paper is not for the purpose of 
being used to encourage or induce investment, which should be kept in mind by CPS 
Coin officials, buyers, holders, and others concerned. 

Prospective purchasers of CPS Coin must carefully investigate, review, and evaluate all 
risks of cryptocurrency, risks related to ICO, IEO, and each service. Before purchasing 
CPS Coin, please be sure to be aware of and confirm all potential risks. Before 
participating in any kind of CPS Coin business activities directly or indirectly, we 
encourage independent and individual actors to seek appropriate advisory services in 
business, finance, and legal advice.

The parties confirm and agree that they will not purchase CPS Coins for investment 
and immediate resale or other financial purposes. However, after purchasing Coin, if 
CPS Coin policy allows resale in common, we will notify you through 
www.cpsasset.net.

Statements in this white paper include statements about business prospects and growth, 
such as CPS Coin leader staff, PM, cooperation partners, blockchain-related system to 
be developed, service contents, ICO, IEO, exchange roadmap for development and 
listing, operation results and management performance, business strategy, future business 
plan, and so on.

The sentence expressions, such as “Vision and Goals”, “Development Roadmap”, 



“Project”, “Business Plan”, “Goal”, “Create various ecosystems”, “will be developed”, 
“Will be achieved”, “Forecast”, etc., have a future or future-oriented character. All 
forward-looking statements relate to risks and uncertainties. Therefore, there may be 
important factors that may cause the actual results of the seller to differ materially 
from those expressed in this statement. This white paper's business plan forecast 
statement reflects the current views of the CPS Coin Leader Staff regarding future 
services, etc., and it will be affected by a number of risks, uncertainties and forecasts 
related to growth strategies, such as business progress, performance results and future 
strategies. These forward-looking statements are valid only during the notice period of 
this white paper. Before making economic or business decisions, Coin traders and 
cooperative partners must specifically review and judge the factors presented in the 
terms of sale, which are presented by this white paper and the CPS Project step by 
step, and actual results may vary from.

The statements in this white paper are not intended to be profit forecasts, nor should 
the statements in this white paper be interpreted as implied in this white paper 
regarding the financial value of the CPS Coin Leader Staff for the current or future 
year.  Since CPS Coin is not a security, CPS Coin Leader Staff does not need to 
comply with the securities laws of the countries in which it will sell or use Coins, but 
plans to develop and service Coins so as not to violate the securities laws of various 
countries.


